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InAs~001!-c~832!, InSb~001!-c~832!, and several reconstructions of GaAs~001! are exposed at room tem-
perature to iodine molecules~I2!. Low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! and synchrotron soft x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy~SXPS! are employed to study the surfaces as a function of I2 dose and sample anneal.
In the exposure range studied, GaAs and InAs become saturated with I2, resulting in removal of the clean
surface reconstruction and the formation of a very strong 131 LEED pattern. Iodine bonds primarily to the
dominant elemental species present on the clean surface, whether it is a group-III or -V element. The
InSb~001!-c~832! reconstruction is also removed by I2 adsorption, and a strong 131 LEED pattern is formed.
SXPS data, in conjunction with scanning tunneling microscopy images, however, reveal that InSb~001!-c~8
32! does not saturate at room temperature, but is instead etched with a preferential loss of In. Heating the
iodine-covered group-III-rich InAs~001!-c~832! and InSb~001!-c~832! surfaces causes removal of the iodine
overlayer and transformation to a group-V-rich reconstruction. When the iodine-covered As-rich GaAs~001!-
c~238! surface is heated to remove iodine, however, thec~238! reconstruction is simply regenerated.
@S0163-1829~96!12427-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

The reactions between halogens and III-V semiconductor
surfaces have been the focus of a number of recent funda-
mental studies due to their important industrial applications.1

At sufficiently high temperatures and pressures, halogens or
halogen-containing compounds can etch III-V semiconduc-
tors, which makes these reactions appropriate for use in de-
vice processing.2–5 Below the steady-state etching tempera-
ture, however, dosing a III-V semiconductor surface with a
halogen in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! can result in the forma-
tion of ordered overlayer structures, which are amenable to
exploring questions of basic physics and chemistry.6–11

Iodine and bromine have received less attention with re-
spect to their reactions with III-V semiconductor surfaces
that have fluorine and chlorine. Interest in the study of io-
dine, in particular, has increased recently due to the rela-
tively higher volatility of the reaction products formed.12,13

This aspect is attractive from an industrial standpoint, as it
translates directly into lower device processing
temperatures.14–16This is an especially important feature for
the In-containing III-V semiconductors, which have low dis-
sociation temperatures.

Previous fundamental studies of the room temperature
~RT! reaction between I2 and GaAs or InSb have found that
etching can often result. For example, mass spectroscopy
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measurements showed that Ga and As are removed continu-
ously when an I2 beam impinges on GaAs~111! at RT,
which indicates that steady-state etching is occurring.17 Also,
the nearly continuous uptake of iodine on GaAs~110! sug-
gests that this surface is etched at RT, as well.18,19Evidence
for the RT etching of InSb~001! is given in the current work
from an analysis of scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!
images and synchrotron soft x-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy ~SXPS! data as a function of I2 exposure. The results
further show that the reaction between I2 and GaAs
depends on the crystal face. In contract to the~111! and
~110! surfaces, which are etched at RT, GaAs~001! instead
becomes saturated with iodine. Note that our previous report
of RT etching of GaAs~001!-431 by I2 was incorrect.

9

One of the remarkable features of these RT I2 etching
reactions is that the low-energy electron-diffraction~LEED!
pattern shows that the near-surface region remains well-
ordered while the surface is being etched. For example, dos-
ing either the Ga-rich (A193A19)R23.45° or As-rich 232
reconstructions of GaAs~111! with I2 at RT induces a 131
LEED pattern, even though steady-state etching is believed
to occur.17 A 131 LEED pattern is also observed when the
In-rich c~832! or Sb-rich c~434! reconstructions of
InSb~001! are dosed with I2,

10,11 but, as will be shown be-
low, I2 etches InSb~001!-c~832! at RT. The observation of
an ordered halogen overlayer during etching at RT is in con-
trast to the reactions of GaAs with chlorine and fluorine,
where the reaction produces disorder in the near-surface
region.20,21This tendency for I2 to be a ‘‘gentler’’ etchant is
important in semiconductor device processing, where a mini-
mal amount of etchant-induced disorder is desired.14

After a III-V semiconductor surface has been reacted with
I2, the removal of iodine by annealing generates a clean sur-
face terminated by a group-V element, i.e., I2 dosing and
removal changes a group-III-rich surface to a -V-rich sur-
face, but leaves an initially V-rich surface unchanged. For
example, iodine removal is complete after heating either the
Ga-rich (A193A19)R23.45° or As-rich 232 reconstructions
of GaAs~111! to 600 K, revealing an As-rich 232
reconstruction.17 Likewise, annealing either the iodine-
covered In-richc~832! or the iodine-covered Sb-richc~4
34! reconstructions on InSb~001! produces ac~434! clean
surface after annealing.10,11 Exposing a Ga-rich GaAs~001!-
431 surface to I2 and then heating the iodine off results in
the formation of an As-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! surface.9 The
current results further show that when a GaAs~001!-c~238!
surface is dosed with I2, removal of the iodine by heating
simply regenerates thec~238! reconstruction.

This work explores the RT reaction of I2 with the ~001!
faces of three III-V semiconductors using core-level SXPS
and STM as a function of I2 exposure and postannealing
temperature. The particular substrates, crystal face, and sur-
face reconstructions studied here were chosen for the follow-
ing reasons. The GaAs, InAs, and InSb substrates are readily
available commercially and, in contrast to phosphorous-
containing compounds, they consist of elements present in
conventional solid-source molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!
systems. The~001! face has particular technological impor-
tance and can be prepared with a variety of different surface
structures and stoichiometries. A comparison of I2 reactions

with differently prepared surfaces of the same substrate al-
lows conclusions to be made regarding the influence of sur-
face structure and stoichiometry on the surface chemistry.
The choice of specific surface structures was based partly on
their relative ease of preparation, and partly on the existence
of information in the literature about the clean surfaces. For
example, although the atomic structures of all~001! surfaces
are not completely agreed upon, thec~832!, c~238!, and
c(434) reconstructions present on the~001! crystal face are
commonly believed to be superstructures composed of 432
unit cells, such as the one shown in Fig. 1.22–28

The format of the presentation is as follows. In Paper I,
the interaction between iodine and the individual elements in
the III-V semiconductors is ascertained via the intensities
and shapes of the substrate core-level spectra. Paper I also
contains an STM examination of the large-scale modifica-
tions of the InSb surface caused by etching. In Paper II, the
structure of the overlayer itself is discussed via SXPS mea-
surements of the I 4d core level and STM.29 The presenta-
tion in Paper I is divided into three sections:~a! the absorp-
tion on and saturation of GaAs~001! and InAs~001!, ~b! the
adsorption on and RT etching of InSb~001!, and ~c! the
changes associated with annealing all of the iodine-covered
surfaces.

The data presented in part I show that the reaction be-
tween I2 and a III-V semiconductor surface occurs predomi-
nantly with the elemental species that is located in the out-
ermost atomic layer. The InAs~001!-c~832! and InSb~001!-
c~832! surfaces, which are dominated by group-III-element
atoms, show more reaction between iodine and the top In
layer than with the less-accessible -V element. The III-V
semiconductor surfaces dominated by the -V element, e.g.,
GaAs~001!-c~238! and GaAs~001!-c~434!, display greater
reaction with As and little to no interaction with the buried

FIG. 1. Atomic-scale schematic diagram of a 432 unit cell,
composed of two atomic layers of substrate atoms. Through differ-
ent combinations of these ‘‘building block’’ cells, superstructures
can be created which form thec~832!, c~238!, andc~434! recon-
structions of clean III-V~001! surfaces~Refs. 22–28!.
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Ga. This shows that the reaction with I2 does not disrupt the
surface to a great extent. The results also indicate that iodine
can form bonds to both group-III and -V elements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Many different surfaces were prepared and exposed to I2,
including the sputtered and annealed group-III-richc~832!
present on all three substrates~also sometimes called 431,
depending on the quality of the LEED pattern!, the sputter-
anneal-prepared GaAs~001!-436, and the MBE-prepared
group-V-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! and -c~434! surfaces. The
MBE chamber is attached directly to the beamline and is
equipped with reflection high-energy electron diffraction and
five effusion cells. The system is capable of growing high-
quality material with a characterized backgroundp-type dop-
ing of 3.531014 cm23 ~77 K! and GaAs hole mobility of
7500 cm2 V21 s21 ~77 K!.

All samples were In glued to 5-mm-thick Mo sample
holder blocks, except for InSb~001!, which was attached to a
Mo sample holder via thin Ta wires. Annealing was per-
formed radiatively from behind the sample holder. Because
of the design of the bayonet-style sample transfer system, the
K-type thermocouple used for temperature measurement was
attached to the cup which held the sample holder. Thus, the
temperature measured by the thermocouple is not exactly
that of the sample surface. The thermocouple-derived tem-
peratures were calibrated for GaAs~001! with an infrared py-
rometer at 515 °C, but there is an estimated uncertainty of
650 °C at other temperatures.

A UHV-compatible solid-state electrochemical cell,
which emits a collimated beam of molecular I2,was used to
dose the surfaces.30 A solid pellet of pure AgI is the active
component of the source. The cell was operated at tempera-
tures between 100 and 200 °C. Exposures were recorded in
units of mA min, which represents the operating current of
the cell integrated over the dosing time. The current results
from ionic flow of I2 through the pellet, and is thus propor-
tional to the amount of I2 produced. The pressure in the UHV
chamber never left the 10210-mbar scale during dosing. For a
given pellet, the amount of I2 represented by an exposure in
mA min is linear in both current and time, as was determined
by experiments conducted in an separate chamber containing
only an electrochemical cell and a mass spectrometer. For a
given III-V ~001! surface, the use of different AgI pellets
resulted in iodine uptakes within an order of magnitude of
each other.

The synchrotron photoelectron spectroscopy was per-
formed at the toroidal-grating monochromator beamline 41
at MAX-lab in Lund, Sweden.31 All I 2 exposures and SXPS
measurements were conducted in the main analysis chamber
~pressure;1310210 mbar!. All photoemission measure-
ments were performed at room temperature. The electron
spectrometer is a goniometer-mounted hemispherical ana-
lyzer ~VSW! with an angular resolution of 2°. The total~pho-
ton plus electron! energy resolution was better than 0.2 eV.
The angle between the surface normal and thep-polarized
synchrotron beam was 45°. All spectra were normalized by
the photoelectron yield from a gold mesh.

In the cases that were tested, no effects due to electron- or
photon-stimulated desorption were observed. This was deter-

mined by analyzing core-level shapes and intensities before
and after examining the surface with LEED or exposing the
surface to zero-order light from the monochromator for 5
min. The stability of InSb~001! surfaces reacted with I2 at RT
with respect to electron- and photon-beam damage has been
reported previously.10,32

The STM images were collected with a commercial Omi-
cron instrument~base pressure 3310211 mbar!. Sample sur-
faces were prepared in a connecting chamber~base pressure
1310210 mbar! equipped with LEED, Auger electron spec-
troscopy, a mass spectrometer, a sputter gun, and an electron
bombardment sample heater. The samples were transferred
to the STM chamber entirely under UHV. The STM tips
were prepared from W wires by chemical etching. All im-
ages in this paper were collected in constant current mode
with the sample biased at a negative voltage relative to the
STM tip. Thus, the images display only the filled states of
the surface. The InSb~001! samples studied with STM were
n type, doped with Te to a level of 2.3–3.631015 cm23. The
wafers were attached to a Ta sample holder plate via Ta foil
spot-welded around the edges. Thec~832! surface was pre-
pared by several cycles of sputtering with 500-eV Ar1 ions
at an angle of 45° with respect to the surface normal in the
@1̄10# azimuth, followed by annealing to 350–400 °C. The
off-normal sputtering was found to produce asymmetric ter-
races for InSb~001!, lengthened in the sputtering direction, as
previously observed.22 The samples were used only after an
excellent LEED pattern was obtained. The surfaces prepared
in this way contained large flat terraces on the order of 500
Å31000 Å.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Adsorption of I 2 on GaAs„001… and InAs„001…

This section describes LEED observations from the
InAs~001!-c~832!, GaAs~001!-431, -436, -c~238!, and
-c~434! surfaces as a function of I2 exposure, as well as
SXPS measurements of the In-rich InAs~001!-c~832! sur-
face and the As-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! and GaAs~001!-c~4
34! surfaces exposed to I2. It is found that I2 saturates all of
these surfaces in the exposure range investigated.

LEED was performed alone and as part of the SXPS ex-
periments to determine how the long-range surface structure
changes with I2 exposure. After sufficient exposure, all the
~001! surfaces formed strong and sharp 131 patterns with a
relatively weak, but observable, background intensity. This
occurred with all three materials and was independent of the
initial clean surface reconstruction. It is important to empha-
size that the 131 spots after I2 saturation had a significantly
higher intensity than in the clean surface pattern. This is
consistent with the fact that the large negatively charged io-
dine atoms are excellent scatterers. The high intensity of the
LEED pattern and the lack of higher-order spots from the
I2-saturated surfaces suggest that both the iodine on the sur-
face and the substrate beneath are ordered within a 131 unit
cell. Thus, the clean surface reconstruction of each of these
~001! III-V semiconductor surfaces is removed by reaction
with I2.

The LEED behavior of the GaAs~001!-436 surface as a
function of I2 exposure, which is representative of the other
surfaces studied, showed a smooth change from the clean
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surface pattern of the 131 pattern, without the presence of
any intermediate ordered patterns. These particular I2 expo-
sures were performed in a separate chamber containing only
LEED, however, and thus cannot be quantitatively compared
to the others in this paper. An exposure of;5 mA min
caused a slight increase in the background intensity, without
altering the 436 LEED pattern. Doubling the I2 exposure
resulted in a further increase of the background and caused
the higher-order spots to fade away. After dosing with;25
mA min, the 131 spots became brighter and stronger as
compared to the background, and no higher-order spots were
visible. At that point, the intensity of the 131 pattern was
significantly brighter than the initial 436 pattern. Finally,
additional exposure to I2 caused no further changes in the
LEED, suggesting that the surface had become saturated by
I2. The photoemission results, presented below, give further
evidence of saturation.

Figure 2 displays photoelectron ‘‘survey’’ spectra~hn
590 eV! of the shallow core levels collected from
InAs~001!-c~832! as a function of I2 exposure. Since the
photoelectron kinetic energies in these data are located near
the relatively flat minimum of the electron escape depth
curve,33 the spectra are extremely surface sensitive and each
core level probes approximately the same depth within the
sample~;6 Å!. The continuous increase in the I 4d intensity
with exposure shows that iodine gradually accumulates on
the surface. For all of the surfaces studied, the I2 exposure

was continued until the core levels exhibited no further
changes. For InAs~001!-c~832!, this occurred after 288
mA min.

After the largest exposures on all three substrates, the I 4d
core level is composed of two well-separated components.
This is exemplified for InAs~001! in the uppermost spectrum
of Fig. 2. The two components manifest themselves as four
peaks because of the relatively large spin-orbit splitting
~;1.7 eV!. Possible origins for the two I 4d components are
discussed in Paper II.29

The SXPS spectra also provide the changes in the position
of the Fermi level~EF! with I2 exposure. Since the initial
pinning positions on the particular surfaces studied are un-
known, only the movement ofEF can be determined. For
each of the~001! surfaces examined, the kinetic energy of
the substrate core-level photoelectrons decreased with iodine
coverage, indicating thatEF moves closer to the conduction-
band minimum~CBM!. This result is in contrast to previous
measurements of GaAs~110! exposed to XeF2, Cl2, Br2, and
I2, which reported thatEF moves toward the valence-band
maximum~VBM !.18,34–37In addition, it is found that the to-
tal change inEF for InAs and InSb is comparable to, or
greater than, the band gaps~0.36 and 0.18 eV, respectively,
at RT!. This suggests thatEF is pinned above the CBM on
the iodine-covered surfaces, which would produce a surface
charge accumulation layer. Such an effect has been observed
previously on clean InAs surfaces,38 and on InAs~110! after
reaction with O2 or Cl2.

39 ThatEF is pinned above the CBM
of I2-saturated InAs~001!-c~832! was verified by the obser-
vation of conduction-band photoelectrons in normal emis-
sion.

In order to quantify the amount of iodine on the surface as
a function of exposure, each core level was integrated after
subtraction of a linear background. The results are presented
in Fig. 3, where each panel contains a plot of the ratio of the
total I 4d area to the area of each substrate core level as a
function of I2 dose on a log scale. Note that area ratios de-
termined from the high-resolution core-level spectra were al-
ways in excellent agreement with those determined from the
survey spectra, even though they were collected with differ-
ent photon energies. This indicates that diffraction and prob-
ing depth effects, which depend on the photon energy, only
minimally affect the core-level ratios. Note that the error bars
in Fig. 3 represent the uncertainty in the determination of the
core-level area. This uncertainty, which was always less than
5%, arises primarily from the choice of background.

The data in Fig. 3 show the iodine coverage as a function
of exposure. Figures 3~a!–3~c! confirm that there is a smooth
uptake of iodine on each surface, and that the surfaces satu-
rate. The nearly exact overlap of the two curves at every
point shows that the ratios of the I 4d core level to each of
the substrate core levels are equal. This behavior is consis-
tent with iodine simply covering the substrate, without the
removal of any material. The results for InSb~001! are shown
in Fig. 3~d!. It is seen that the behavior after the highest I2
doses is different from the other three surfaces, as will be
discussed in detail in Sec. III B below. The saturation of I2
on GaAs~001! is in contrast to the previously reported be-
havior of the~110! and ~111! faces,17,18 indicating a crystal
face dependence in the reaction of I2 with GaAs.

FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectra of the shallow core levels from
InAs~001!-c~832!, collected as a function of I2 exposure. Each
spectrum is labeled with the electrochemical cell dosage and the
corresponding exposure coefficient. The spectra are all plotted on
the same scale, but are offset from each other for display purposes.
Effects due to band bending were removed by assigning the In 4d5/2
a binding energy of 17.1 eV relative to the valence-band maximum
~Ref. 47!.
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The data of Figs. 3~a!–3~c! show similar saturationlike
behavior for all three surfaces, but the surfaces do not satu-
rate at exactly the same I2 dose. Whether this is because of
different adsorption chemistry or because of differences in
electrochemical cell calibration cannot be determined. There-
fore, in order to compare the different surfaces to each other,
an exposure coefficiente is defined from the core-level ratio
data, such thate51 when the ratios first display saturation-
like behavior. The ratios in Fig. 3 are then normalized to 1.0
at e51. Note that each panel in Fig. 3 has a topx axis,
which displays the I2 dose from the electrochemical cell, and
a bottomx axis showing the exposure coefficient.

The amount of iodine present on the surfaces at saturation
is most likely 1.0 ML. This conclusion is drawn from the
presence of a 131 LEED pattern at saturation, together with
the fact that multilayers of iodine on the surface at RT are
not expected to occur. Additional support for a saturation
coverage of 1.0 ML comes from STM data of iodine-covered
InSb~001! presented in Paper II,29 which show approxi-
mately one adsorbate atom per unit cell. Thus, the area ratios
of Fig. 3 are numerically equal to the iodine coverage in ML,
and this figure thereby provides a calibration between expo-
sure and coverage.

Note, however, that it is not sufficient to just specify a
coverage in order to uniquely describe a particular surface
structure and composition. This is why the exposure coeffi-
cient, rather than the coverage, is used as a label in the re-
mainder of this paper. For example, as shown in Sec. III B
below, exposures in excess ofe51 for InSb act to remove
In, while they do not change the iodine coverage. Thus, two
surfaces with the same iodine coverage can have very differ-
ent compositions. Also, as shown in the annealing studies of
Sec. III C below, substrate material can be removed inhomo-
geneously when an iodine-covered surface is heated. Thus,
two surfaces with equivalent coverages can have remarkably
different stoichiometries if one is produced by iodine dosing
and the other by overdosing and annealing. These consider-

ations justify the use of exposure coefficients to uniquely
specify a particular dosed surface, and the use of tempera-
tures to describe annealed surfaces.

High-resolution spectra were collected as a function of I2
exposure in order to more closely study the changes occur-
ring in the substrate core levels. Representative spectra are
shown in Fig. 4 for InAs~001!. Four spectra are displayed for
each substrate core level, i.e., one collected from the clean
c~832! surface and three from surfaces exposed to I2. The
most obvious changes to both core levels occurs on the high-
binding-energy~BE! sides. This is expected for reaction with
a very electronegative element, such as iodine, which draws
charge away from the atom to which it is bound. From the
raw data, it is clear that the In 4d core level changes more
than the As 3d level, indicating that iodine reacts more with
In atoms than with As. The most likely reason for this is that
there are more In atoms available at the surface for reaction,
since thec~832! reconstruction is In-rich.

In order to determine the chemical environments of the
substrate atoms after I2 reaction, the high-resolution core-
level spectra were numerically fit to a sum of Gaussian-
broadened Lorentzian spin-orbit split doublets. Before fitting
a spectrum, a cubic spline fit to the background on both sides
of the core level was subtracted from the raw data. The re-
sultant spectrum was then fit with the fewest number of dou-
blets possible, each possessing the parameters given in Table
I. The fit parameters were initially selected from the
literature.24,40–42 but were then optimized for the present
data.

The fitting procedure is not deterministic in that it does
not yield a unique solution. Thus, in order to obtain the most
physically reasonable solution, many constraints were im-
posed. In the final evaluation, a fit to a particular core level
was only deemed acceptable if it fit into the set of data as a
whole, with no sudden changes in the number of components
or fit parameters as small changes were made to the surface.

FIG. 3. ~a!–~d! Ratios of the core-level areas above the background, shown as a function of the I2 exposure on a log scale. The
iodine–III-element~open squares and solid line! and iodine–V-element~open circles and dashed line! ratios are displayed for each surface.
The electrochemical cell dosage for each system is given on the topx axis, while the bottomx axis is the exposure coefficient, as defined
in the text. They axis gives the surface iodine coverage in ML, under the assumption that the saturation coverage is;1 ML. Uncertainties
in the values are indicated by vertical lines around each data point.
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One of the assumptions in the fitting procedure is that for
a given element, the spin-orbit splitting is always fixed at the
same value. Another is that for a given chemical system, for
example, all I2 doses on InAs~001!, the Lorentzian width
~LW! for each element has a fixed value. Different choices
for the method of background subtraction were, however,
found to influence the LW determined from the fits by up to
60.1 eV. Additional constraints were placed on the energy
separations between components and the Gaussian width
~GW! of each component, so that they remained constant
over as wide a range of coverages as possible for a given

chemical system. Finally, the branching ratios for each dou-
blet were constrained to be the same within a particular spec-
trum. Typical error values in a fit parameter, i.e., the amount
a parameter can change while still producing an acceptable
fit, were approximately60.02 eV for the separations be-
tween components and;10% for the component intensities.

As a further aid to finding appropriate numerical fits,
spectra collected in normal emission were compared to spec-
tra collected from at least one other angle, usually 60° from
the surface normal. Although only normal emission spectra
are shown, off-normal emission spectra were recorded from
nearly all of these surfaces. A fit was judged to be acceptable
if both normal and off-normal spectra could be fit with the
same number of components at the same positions. This
method proved to be one of the most stringent constraints of
all. If any energy shifts occurred as a function of angle, only
those on the order of one channel in the raw data~27 meV!
or less were permitted. The only parameters that were al-
lowed to vary as a function of emission angle were the peak
intensities, the GW’s, and the branching ratios. The branch-
ing ratio variations were always less than 15%.

The relative BE’s determined for the shifted components,
relative to the bulk component, are given in Table II for all
of the surfaces studied. The table is divided into sections,
representing~1! the initial clean surface,~2! the I2-dosed
surface,~3! the surface following light annealing, and~4!
after complete removal of the iodine by annealing. Shifted
components found on the clean surface are designated by
‘‘ S’’ and a subscript. After a surface was dosed with I2, the
component notation is modified with a ‘‘prime,’’ indicating
that there could be an additional, unresolved contribution to
the component. One reason to suspect this possibility is the
observation of small movements in the BE’s with I2 expo-
sure, as seen in Table II. New components which appear for
a given core level are labeled by ‘‘mono-’’ or ‘‘di-’’ in the
table, to indicate that the new component is attributed to a
monoiodide or di-iodide of the given element.

The results of the fitting procedure for InAs~001!-c~832!,
shown in Fig. 4, indicate that a new component, attributed to
indium monoiodide~InI!, appears on the high-BE side of the
In 4d level with I2 exposure. When the surface becomes
saturated, all of the In clean surface components have disap-
peared, and only contributions from substrate In and InI are
observed. The As 3d also shows an increase on the high-BE
side, which is due to the growth of the component labeled
S28 . Note, however, that the persistence ofS18 at lower BE
suggests that unreacted second-layer As atoms may also con-

TABLE I. Table of the parameters employed in the fits to the high-resolution core-level spectra. Given for
each core level are the photon energy used in collection, the spin-orbit splitting~SO!, the branching ratio
~BR!, and the Lorentzian full-width at half-maximum~LW!. Changes in the values of the BR’s as a function
of dose or anneal are noted in the table, with an arrow illustrating monotonic movement and a dash repre-
senting a range.

Substrate InAs~001!-c~832! InSb~001!-c~832! GaAs~001!-c~434! GaAs~001!-c~238!

Core-level In 4d As 3d In 4d Sb 4d Ga 3d As 3d Ga 3d As 3d
hn ~eV! 79,82 102 82,96 96 60 81 80 102
SO ~eV! 0.85 0.69 0.85 1.25 0.45 0.69 0.45 0.69
BR 1.43→1.58 1.60–1.65 1.39→1.55 1.36→1.41 1.6–1.85 1.50–1.75 1.62 1.50
LW ~eV! 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.14–0.15 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.10

FIG. 4. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from the InAs~001!-c~832! surface dosed with an amount
of I2 given by the exposure coefficiente. Each spectrum has been
numerically fit to a number of Gaussian-broadened Lorentzian dou-
blets using the fit parameters in Table I. The raw data are given by
filled circles, the individual fit components by dashed lines, the total
fit result by a solid line, and the fit residuals by a dotted line. The
binding energy scale is presented relative to the substrated5/2 com-
ponent. The In 4d core levels in panel~a! were collected with a
photon energy of 82 eV, except for the cleanc~832! surface where
the photon energy was 79 eV. The As 3d core levels in panel~b!
were collected with a photon energy of 102 eV.
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tribute to the high-BE side of the As 3d. Thus, it is not clear
whether the increase inS28 represents the formation of ar-
senic monoiodide~AsI!, changes in the second-layer As sig-
nal, or some combination of the two.

High-resolution substrate core-level spectra were also col-
lected from the GaAs~001!-c~232! and -c~434! surfaces af-
ter various I2 exposures. Figures 5 and 6 show the spectra
collected from the clean and saturated surfaces. Again, it is
clear from the raw data that the outermost substrate element
is the one most affected, which, for both of these reconstruc-
tions, is As. In both As 3d spectra collected from saturated

surfaces, theS28 component is attributed primarily to AsI,
although a contribution from unreacted elemental As cannot
be completely ruled out. The increase in the GW of theS18
component in the Ga 3d spectrum of thec~238! surface
most likely indicates the formation of a small amount of
gallium monoiodide~GaI!. The Ga 3d on thec~434! sur-
face, on the other hand, did not change at all after I2 adsorp-
tion. This behavior is also consistent with reaction only at the
outermost atomic sites, since thec~434! surface is thought
to have no exposed Ga.26,41,43

TABLE II. The binding energies~BE’s!, relative to the bulk component, for the shifted core-level components. The data are divided into
sections representing~1! the initial clean surfaces,~2! the I2-dosed surfaces,~3! the heated iodine-covered surfaces, and~4! the surfaces after
iodine removal. ‘‘Mono-’’ and ‘‘di-’’ indicate new components attributed to iodine bonding. For the identities of the different ‘‘S’’
components, see the appropriate figures of the high-resolution spectra. Changes in the values of the relative BE’s as a function of dose or
anneal are noted in the table, with an arrow illustrating monotonic movement and a dash representing a range.

Substrate InAs~001!-c~832! InSb~001!-c~832! GaAs~001!-c~434! GaAs~001!-c~238!

Core-level In 4d As 3d In 4d Sb 4d Ga 3d As 3d Ga 3d As 3d
~1! Clean:
S1 ~eV! 20.27 20.20 20.28 20.31 0.33 20.40 0.35 20.46
S2 ~eV! 0.24 0.20 0.29 0.31 0.40 0.46

~2! Dosing:
S18 ~eV! 20.27 20.20→20.3 20.28 20.31→20.3 0.33→0.40 20.40→20.5 0.35 20.46
S28 ~eV! 0.24 0.20→0.25 0.29 0.31→0.35 0.40→0.50 0.46
mono ~eV! 0.52→0.50 0.54→0.38
di ~eV! 0.70 0.90 1.0

~3! Heating:
S19 ~eV! 0.35 20.3→20.24 20.30
S29 ~eV! 0.25→0.22 0.38 0.35
mono ~eV! 0.50→0.48

~4! Clean: InAs~001!-c~238! InSb~001!-c~434!

S1- ~eV! 0.35 20.24 20.30
S2- ~eV! 0.22 0.35

FIG. 5. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from clean and I2-saturated GaAs~001!-c~238!, together
with the results of a numerical fitting procedure. The legend for the
symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from clean and I2-saturated GaAs~001!-c~434!, together
with the results of a numerical fitting procedure. The legend for the
symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4.
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Based on the data presented above, the RT reaction of I2
with GaAs~001!-c~238!, GaAs~001!-c~434!, and
InAs~001!-c~832! is explained as follows. The adsorption of
I2 results in the breakage of surface dimers and the bonding
of iodine to all available sites, at which point the reaction
stops and the surface is saturated. The breakage of a majority
of the dimer bonds is a necessary condition to remove the
twofold symmetry and produce a 131 LEED pattern. How-
ever, simply breaking the dimers and attaching iodine at each
~former! dimer atom site is not sufficient, since there would
be ordered rows of missing top-layer atoms that would still
produce higher-order LEED spots, or streaks. This is illus-
trated in the atomic-scale schematic diagrams of Fig. 7,
where a clean surface with ac~832! reconstruction in~a!
becomes a 431 reconstruction after iodine adsorption and
dimer bond breaking, as shown in~b!. In order to produce an
arrangement with a 131 LEED pattern, some first-layer at-
oms must diffuse laterally to produce a random distribution
of missing atoms, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. These missing atom
sites can be viewed as ‘‘defects’’ on the surface, and they
would be stable as the second-layer atoms are bonded in
tricoordinate configurations. Even if the missing atoms were
to amount to as much as 0.25 ML, the strong electron scat-
tering of 0.75 ML of ordered iodine atoms would still pro-
duce a bright 131 LEED pattern. Note that the missing atom
‘‘defects’’ may provide additional sites for iodine adsorp-
tion. The presence of a secondary adsorption site on
InSb~001! has been suggested previously by Mowbray,
Jones, and McConville.32 The present data, however, suggest
that only the outermost substrate atoms are bound to iodine.
Alternatively, it is possible that some atoms diffuse up from
the bulk, or laterally from step edges, and fill in the missing
atom defects, which then become sites at which additional
well-ordered monoiodides could form.

Since the iodine adsorption reaction results in no exten-
sive disruption of the substrate, it seems logical that a high-
quality clean surface would be necessary in order to form a
well-ordered 131 LEED pattern at saturation. In fact, it was
observed that if the initial sputtered and annealed clean sur-

face possessed a fuzzy or high-background LEED pattern, a
weak and fuzzy 131 pattern resulted after I2 exposure. In
contrast, a beautiful 131 LEED pattern was always observed
from the high-quality GaAs~001! MBE-prepared surfaces af-
ter saturation with I2.

B. Reaction of I2 with InSb „001…

This section describes LEED, SXPS, and STM measure-
ments conducted on the In-rich InSb~001!-c~832! surface as
a function of I2 exposure. Iodine is found to etch this surface
at RT in the exposure range investigated.

The initial adsorption of I2 on InSb~001!-c~832! is very
similar to that on InAs~001! and GaAs~001!. First, the
change in LEED from ac~832! pattern to a very strong
131, with a noticeable background, shows that the clean
InSb~001! surface reconstruction is removed after I2 adsorp-
tion, in agreement with previous work.10,11 Second, the sur-
vey spectra presented in Fig. 8 reveal that the total amount of
iodine on the surface saturates, as seen for the other sub-
strates. This occurs after a dose of 200mA min, and serves to
definee51. Third, the high-resolution substrate core-level
spectra shown in Fig. 9 show that iodine bonds primarily to
the outermost surface element, forming InI. Unlike the
GaAs~001! and InAs~001! surfaces, however, Fig. 8 shows
that I2 exposure abovee51 on InSb~001! results in further
changes to the shape of the I 4d level, while its total area
remains constant. Shape changes are also apparent in the
substrate core levels fore.1, particularly for In 4d, as seen
in Fig. 9.

FIG. 7. Atomic-scale diagrams of the changes that can occur
when thec~238!- or c~832!-reconstructed clean surface pictured
in ~a! is reacted with I2. If the surface dimers are broken and iodine
is attached at each site, the 134 or 431 symmetry shown in~b! is
generated. Allowing the surface atoms to randomly diffuse laterally
can generate the structure in~c!, which has 131 symmetry.

FIG. 8. Photoelectron spectra of the shallow core levels of
InSb~001!-c~832!, collected as a function of I2 exposure. Each
spectrum is labeled with the electrochemical cell dosage and the
corresponding exposure coefficient. The spectra are all plotted on
the same scale, but are offset from each other for display purposes.
Effects due to band bending were removed by assigning the In 4d5/2
a binding energy of 17.2 eV relative to the valence-band maximum
~Ref. 48!.
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In order to explore the changes that occur on the
InSb~001! surface after it has been completely covered with
I2, i.e., fore.1, reacted surfaces were examined with STM.
Figure 10 shows two large-scale 1000 Å31000 Å STM im-
ages collected with nearly identical tunneling conditions
from I2-reacted InSb~001!-c~832!. The image in~a! was col-
lected after dosing the surface with enough I2 so that no
unreacted areas could be found~e;1!. The image in Fig.

10~b! was collected after dosing the surface in~a! with ap-
proximately 50% more I2 ~e;1.5!.

A careful comparison of the two STM images in Fig. 10
shows that I2 continues to react substantially even after the
surface is fully covered. Both images are similar in that they
contain large flat terrace regions, with the height difference
between any two adjacent terraces corresponding to the
double-layer step height of 3.2 Å. The images differ, how-
ever, with regard to the profile of the step edges and the
number and size of small dark regions on the terraces. For
example, the image in~a! contains quite smooth step profiles
and squarelike terrace shapes, similar to what is observed in
images collected from the clean surface~not shown!, and in
images available in the literature.23,25 In panel~b!, however,
the step edges are much more jagged, so that the terrace
shapes are, in general, less symmetric. A white arrow in~b!
points to one of the small dark regions present in the image.
The dark regions in~a! have an average size of;100 Å2 and
a density of 1.431012 cm22, while those in~b! have an av-
erage size and density of;600 Å2 and 2.331012 cm22, re-
spectively. Thus, there is an increase in the number density
and size of the dark regions with exposures. Line scans
across these regions confirm that they are deeper than the
surrounding areas on the surface. No features were ever im-
aged within the pits, however, and the depth measurements
are thus somewhat uncertain. The measured depths of the
pits in both images were quite variable, ranging from 0.5 to
1.5 times the In-Sb double-layer height.

The changes observed in going from Figs. 10~a! to 10~b!
are attributed to RT etching of InSb~001!. The dark regions
are interpreted as etch pits, which result after substrate ma-
terial is converted into volatile iodide molecules. The transi-
tion of the step-edge profile from smooth to jagged is attrib-
uted to uneven etching of the step edge. Another observation
that can be made from the images in Fig. 10 is that the etch
pits are longer in the@1̄10# direction than the@110# direction.
This suggests that RT etching occurs more rapidly in the
@1̄10# azimuth. Note that inhomogeneous etching cannot be
completely decoupled from the possible presence of prefer-
ential subsurface damage effects in this azimuth, however, as
@1̄10# was also the sputtering direction. Previous STM stud-
ies of the etching of GaAs~110! with Cl2 and Br2 also re-
ported the formation of etch pits and irregular step edges,
which supports the conclusion that I2 etching of InSb is oc-
curring here.3,8

In order to examine changes in the stoichiometry of the
near-surface region during the RT etching of InSb~001!, the
ratio of the In 4d core-level intensity to the Sb 4d intensity
is shown in Fig. 11. Different symbols are used to illustrate
ratios collected with different photon energies or along dif-
ferent emission angles. For I2 exposures abovee51, i.e.,
when the area of the I 4d is constant with exposure, the
In/Sb ratio decreases with exposure. The small variations
from the best-fit line drawn in the figure are most likely due
to contributions from diffraction and/or escape depth effects.

Although the decreasing In/Sb ratio as a function of I2
dose can be due to either a loss of In or an enrichment of Sb
in the near-surface region, the indications of etching in the
STM data and the presence of primarily indium iodine com-
pounds on the surface suggest that it is most likely due to a
preferential removal of In. This conclusion is consistent with

FIG. 9. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from clean and I2-dosed InSb~001!-c~832!, together with
the results of a numerical fitting procedure. The legend for the
symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4. The In 4d core levels in panel
~a! were collected with a photon energy of 82 eV, and the Sb 4d
core levels in panel~b! were collected with a photon energy of 96
eV.

FIG. 10. Two 1000-Å31000-Å filled state scanning tunneling
microscopy images of an InSb~001!-c~832! surface dosed with I2.
The tunneling current is equal to 0.04 nA in each image with the
sample biased22.3 V relative to the tip in~a! and22.1 eV in ~b!.
The surface in~a! was just completely covered with iodine, while
the surface in~b! was dosed with 50% more iodine than in~a!. The
white arrow in~b! points to an etch pit.
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the changes in the iodine to substrate core-level ratios shown
in Fig. 3~d!. These ratios, which do not overlap fore.1,
indicate that the substrate is not simply being covered by
iodine. Since the emission from the I4d core level is constant
for e.1, the amount of iodine on the surface should be con-
stant. Preferential etching of In from the surface would cause
the I/In ratio to increase with exposure, which is exactly
what is observed in Fig. 3~d!. Loss of In would also result in
an enrichment of the surface Sb, which would be observed as
a decrease in the I/Sb ratio. This is again in agreement with
the small decrease observed in Fig. 3~d!.

Previous studies have proposed that the iodine overlayer
on InSb~001!-c~832! is composed of a full monolayer of
iodine atoms bound to a full monolayer of coplanar substrate
atoms below.10,11Specifically, the coplanar substrate layer is
thought to be made up of the 0.75 ML of In which was
present in the top layer of thec~832! reconstruction, plus
0.25 ML of Sb which is pulled upwards as a result of the
reaction. The main support for this model appears to be a
21% decrease in the In/Sb Auger ratio following I2 exposure
reported by Jones, Singh, and McConville.11 However, the
preferential etching of In at RT, as suggested by the current
data, is a more likely explanation for the decrease in the
In/Sb ratio. Thus, no evidence is found here for the move-
ment of Sb atoms perpendicular to the surface at RT.

C. Annealing the iodine-covered III-V „001… surfaces

Annealing the iodine-covered~001! surfaces to remove
iodine resulted in the change of the LEED pattern from 131
to a pattern with higher-order spots indicative of a clean
surface reconstruction rich in the group-V element. This was
true for all of the surfaces studied, independent of the recon-
struction prior to I2 exposure. Thus, the Ga-rich GaAs~001!-
431, -436, and As-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! surfaces all dis-
played a c~238! pattern after I2 saturation and heating.

Furthermore, the In-rich InAs~001!-c~832! and InSb~001!-
c~832! surfaces were transformed into the V-element-rich
InAs ~001!-c~238! and InSb~001!-c~434! surfaces by I2 ex-
posure and removal. These LEED observations show that an
I2 dose and anneal cycle on a~001! III-V semiconductor
surface results in the preferential removal of the group-III-
element surface species, as has been previously
reported9–11,17and discussed above in the Introduction.

Figure 12 displays photoelectron survey spectra collected
from I2-saturated InAs~001!-c~832! following annealing to
various temperatures. From these spectra, it is apparent that
the I2-saturated surface is quite stable when heated up to
;160 °C. Higher annealing temperatures, however, result in
a significant loss of iodine and cause noticeable changes in
the substrate core levels. After heating to;290 °C, all the
iodine is removed and thec~238! LEED pattern forms.

An intensity analysis of the core-level areas gives more
quantitative information concerning the behavior of the
iodine-covered InAs~001! and InSb~001! surfaces with an-
nealing. The upper panels of Fig. 13 show the ratios of the
iodine core-level area to each substrate core-level area, de-
termined from survey spectra, such as those of Fig. 12. These
ratios also roughly indicate the iodine coverage in ML. The
removal of iodine from the surface by annealing is clearly
illustrated by these data, which are nearly the reverse of the
adsorption data of Fig. 3. The lower panels of Fig. 13 depict
the group-III to -V core-level area ratios as a function of
annealing temperature. The drop in the ratio of group-III to
-V atoms in the near-surface region by a full factor of 2 for
both InAs and InSb shows that substantial changes in the
surface stoichiometry have occurred. The behavior for

FIG. 11. Ratios of the total area of the In 4d to the Sb 4d area,
from core levels in survey~Fig. 8! and high-resolution~Fig. 9!
spectra. All ratios are normalized to 1 ate51. The symbols repre-
sent In/Sb collected with photon energies and emission angles of 90
eV/90 eV, 0°~* !; 82 eV/72 eV, 0°~1!; 96 eV/72 eV, 0°~3!; 96
eV/96 eV, 0°~h!; 96 eV/96 eV, 60°~j!; 82 eV/96 eV, 60°~d!.
The solid line is a best fit to the data.

FIG. 12. Photoelectron spectra of the shallow core levels from
InAs~001!, collected as a function of annealing temperature. Each
spectrum is labeled with the approximate annealing temperature
~650 °C!. The spectra are all plotted on the same scale, but are
offset from each other for display purposes.
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InSb~001!-c~832! observed in Fig. 13~b! agrees with previ-
ous Auger spectroscopy measurements by Mowbray and
Jones.10

The decrease in the III/V ratio by a factor of 2 is attrib-
uted to a preferential loss of surface In, just as was observed
in Fig. 11 during the RT etching of InSb~001!. This conclu-
sion is supported by the high-resolution spectra collected
from the iodine-covered surfaces, which show InI to be the
dominant surface species prior to annealing, and by the
LEED pattern, which is indicative of an Sb-terminated sur-
face after iodine removal. Further support comes from the
observation of InI as the predominant desorbing species in
preliminary thermal desorption mass spectrometry results for
iodine-covered InSb~001!.44

Additional evidence in support of the removal of In from
the surface during heating is found in the high-resolution
core-level data. These spectra are shown in Figs. 14 and 15
for the iodine-covered In-rich InAs~001!-c~832! and
InSb~001!-c~832! surfaces, respectively. The group-III-
element high-resolution core level changes significantly
more than the -V-element core level when the surface is
heated, just as occurred during dosing. The primary behavior
of the In 4d core levels collected from these two surfaces is
the reduction of the InI component intensity. In the InAs
case, the presence of a new surface-related component is
observed after high anneal temperatures, whereas no new
components are observed for InSb. The lack of resolvable
surface components in the In 4d level for InSb~001!-c~434!
is in agreement with fits published in the literature.24 For
both surfaces, the group-V-element core level changes very

little, as is easily seen in the raw data. The changes in the
substrate core levels for these two surfaces show that the
primary result of annealing an iodine-covered surface is the
removal of InI, supporting the conclusions made above.

Note that after annealing the iodine-covered InSb~001!
sample to only;125 °C, the LEED pattern was still a bright
and fairly sharp 131 with a low background. This shows that
even though some etching has occurred, the surface is still
very well ordered. A likely explanation for the presence of
order is that InI is removed from the surface inhomoge-
neously, and that the bonding sites of the remaining iodine
are not significantly affected by heating to this temperature.
The inhomogeneous removal of thin films from semiconduc-
tor surfaces during annealing has been reported previously
for GaF3 on GaAs~Ref. 21! and SiO2 on Si.45

It has been previously suggested that an I2 dose-anneal
cycle is an excellent chemical means for producing a group-
V-terminated surface on InSb~001! without the use of
MBE.11 Care must be taken, however, if this statement is to
be extended to the other III-V~001! surfaces. The results
presented above show that for every surface, except
InSb~001!, it is only the top one to two atomic layers that are
affected by I2 adsorption and annealing. This means that any
sputter damage present in the initial clean surface that is
deeper than 1–2 ML may not be removed by a I2 dose-
anneal cycle. These conclusions agree with LEED observa-
tions, where it was found that the quality of the patterns from

FIG. 13. ~a! and ~b! Ratios of the survey core-level areas as a
function of the annealing temperature. The upper panels display the
iodine–III-element~open squares and solid line! and iodine–V-
element ~open circles and dashed line! ratios, while the bottom
panels show the III-element to V-element ratio. They axis for the
upper panels also gives the iodine coverage in ML, under the as-
sumption that the saturation coverage is;1 ML.

FIG. 14. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from I2-saturated InAs~001! surfaces annealed to the tem-
perature shown, together with the results of a numerical fitting pro-
cedure. The legend for the symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4. The
photon energies employed are 82 eV and 102 eV for In and As,
respectively.
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the group-V-rich surfaces after iodine dosing and annealing
were linked to the quality of the initial III-rich surface.

As seen in Fig. 13, iodine is removed at a lower tempera-
ture from InSb~001! than from InAs~001!. If iodine leaves
the surface as InI, then it is reasonable to assume that at least
one In-Sb or In-As bond is broken in the process. The dif-
ference in removal temperatures could simply be related to
the relative strengths of these bonds, since the In-Sb bond
strength~1.57 eV for a diatomic bond! is smaller than that of
In-As ~2.08 eV!.46 This explanation is supported by anneal-
ing studies of iodine- and chlorine-covered InSb~001!.11 The
removal temperature was found to be the same for both Cl
and I, suggesting that the most important factor determining
the adsorbate desorption temperature is the strength of the
substrate III-V bond. Annealing studies of the I2-saturated
GaAs~001!-c~238! surface performed in the current study
are also consistent with this idea. A temperature of 350 °C
was required to remove all of the iodine from the GaAs
surface, in agreement with the larger Ga-As bond strength
~2.17 eV! as compared to In-As and In-Sb.

The lower removal temperature of InI from InSb~001!
than from InAs~001!, due to the smaller In-Sb substrate bond
strength, has further implications regarding the presence or
lack of RT etching for these substrates. The reason I2 etches
InSb~001!-c-~832! at RT, but not InAs~001!-c~832!, is that
there is a smaller barrier for the desorption of volatile gas-
phase species, e.g., InI, from the InSb surface than from
InAs. Similarly, the high removal temperature of iodine from
GaAs~001!, due to the strong Ga-As substrate bond, causes
this surface to be saturated with I2 at RT instead of etched.
Note, however, that thermodynamics alone does not predict

whether a substrate will or will not etch. Kinetic limitations
imposed by the surface structure do play a role, since
InSb~001!-c~832! is etched by I2 at RT, while InSb~001!-c~4
34! is not.11

Iodine removal via annealing appears to occur much dif-
ferently from the I2-saturated group-V-element-terminated
surfaces than from the -III-element-terminated surfaces.
First, the LEED pattern observed after removing iodine from
the ~initially ! As-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! surface also pos-
sessed ac~238! symmetry, but was noticeably weaker and
less sharp. Second, the Ga/As core-level ratio was found to
decrease by only 20% in this process, as compared to the
factor of 2 observed for I2-reacted InAs~001!-c~832! and
InSb~001!-c~832!. Since the samec~238! reconstruction is
present before dosing and after iodine removal on
GaAs~001!, the simplest explanation is that iodine leaves this
surface primarily as I2. These results suggest that the inter-
action between GaAs~001!-c~238! and I2 is almost ideally
nondisruptive, producing minimal changes in the surface sto-
ichiometry. Similar behavior for a -V-terminated surface was
also reported by Jones, Singh, and McConville for
InSb~001!-c~434!.11 They saw no changes in the In/Sb Au-
ger ratio during dosing or heating of thec~434! surface.

Perhaps one of the more perplexing issues concerning the
removal of iodine with annealing is the ease with which
volatile group-III iodines form, as seen on In-terminated
InAs and InSb, while volatile group-V iodines do not form
on V-terminated surfaces. This difference in behavior can be
summarized as a preference for breaking substrate bonds on
iodine-covered group-III-terminated surfaces vs a preferen-
tial scission of the iodine-substrate bond for iodine-covered
-V-terminated surfaces. The reason for the difference in be-
havior could be related to the fact that iodine-group-III-
element bonds are, in general, stronger than iodine-group-V
bonds.46 Despite this preference, however, it is still thermo-
dynamically favorable to form a group-V iodide rather than
I2, if only the volatile molecules are considered. The fact that
As-As and Sb-Sb dimer bonds are three to four times stron-
ger than Ga-Ga and In-In bonds,46 however, may contribute
towards a thermodynamically favorable reaction in which
iodine leaves a -V-element-terminated surface as I2, since
additional group-V dimer bonds can then be created.

IV. SUMMARY

Molecular iodine generated by an electrochemical cell
was reacted with InAs~001!-c~832!, InSb~001!-c~832!, and
several reconstructions of GaAs~001!. All InAs and GaAs
surfaces show saturationlike behavior in the exposure range
studied here. The saturated surfaces all possess very strong
131 LEED patterns, due to 131 ordering in both the over-
layer and the near-surface region of the substrate. The re-
moval of the clean surface reconstruction most likely occurs
via the breakage of surface dimers and the formation of
bonds between iodine and the surface atoms. This bonding
primarily involves the outermost substrate atoms, although
some bonding to the second-layer atoms may also occur. In
contrast to InAs and GaAs, exposure of InSb~001!-c~832! to
I2 in excess of that needed to form the 131 structure results
in etching of the substrate with preferential removal of In.

Annealing the iodine-covered In-rich InAs~001! and

FIG. 15. High-resolution core-level spectra collected in normal
emission from iodine-covered InSb~001! surfaces annealed to the
temperatures shown, together with the results of a numerical fitting
procedure. The legend for the symbols is the same as that in Fig. 4.
The photon energy is 96 eV for both In and Sb levels.
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InSb~001! surfaces results in the removal of the outermost
layer of the substrate, producing a group-V-rich surface. An-
nealing the I2-saturated As-rich GaAs~001!-c~238! surface,
on the other hand, results in the desorption of iodine and the
recovery of thec~238! LEED pattern. Thus, for all the~001!
surfaces studied, dosing with I2 followed by iodine removal
via heating forms a group-V-rich surface without inducing
large disruptions of the substrate order.
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